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Allegro moderato

While I lay a sleep in a land far away,
The cannons mad roar you can hear that no more

Nor scream of dream to me it was a wonderful dream I must
bursting shell Hearts are at east, peace floats on every

say of my home across the sea Sailing once
breeze but there's much that's left to tell Soon they'll be

more for American shore; Returning with victory too;
home from far across the foam And each one a Hero will be

Then I
So just
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o - pened my eyes and to my great sur - prise, God had made my dream come true
lift up your voice let our mil - lon re - joice, When they sing this mel - o - dy

Chorus

A - mer - i - ca, A - mer - i - ca, I'm com - ing back to you I love the
dear old U. S. A. Where hearts are fond and true

West I love you best; No oth - er land would do, So stretch out your arms A-

A - mer - i - ca I'm com - ing back to you.
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